9 Opportunities for Automation and AI in Recruitment

The demand for innovation technologies that streamline and improve efficiency has never been more important.

Here are the top 9 ways automation and AI can help ease the burden on recruiters right now in an unsteady talent landscape:
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1. Sourcing

Boost the recruiting capacity of your team with intelligent sourcing, built to find high-quality candidates who match your open requisitions in just a single click.

6. Pre-Employment Assessments

Machine learning algorithms support job-specific assessments, such as cognitive and technical assessments, to identify the best candidates for particular roles.

Unleash the Full Potential of AI & Automation

Not all recruitment automation and AI technologies are created equal. By automating processes and augmenting human ability with AI, talent teams can improve efficiency, spend less time each day reacting, and deliver more human-focused candidate experiences.

Uncover the top 9 ways to streamline and augment the recruitment process with AI and automation:

- Streamline reference checking tasks by contacting past employers in seconds.
- Improve the onboarding experience by automating and generating employee performance reports.
- Automate resume screening and shortlisting processes by scanning resumes for specified keywords and phrases.
- Improve the accuracy and speed of pre-employment assessments with AI-powered tools.
- Optimize your approach to recruitment automation and AI with machine learning algorithms that support job-specific assessments.
- Get your copy and discover how AI & automation can help recruiters.
- Discover how AI & automation can help recruiters.

Find out how to automate processes and augment human ability with AI to improve efficiency and deliver more human focused candidate experiences.